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Reviewer's report:

This single center retrospective study is of evaluation of effective dose for C-arm cone beam CT during TACE.

C-arm CT is used increasingly for procedure from neurovascular intervention to non-vascular intervention, it would be clinically relevant to know the radiation exposure during the procedure.

The dose-area product-to-effective dose conversion factors were derived from the data, and it would easily provide the information on the radiation-induced risk to the patients.

The findings (ED increases with BMI and ED-to-DAP ratio decreases with high BMI) were consistent with literature, and indeed there are already several papers for C-arm CT.

However, the discussion is solid and thorough, and would prefer to urge the publication.

*please add ranges for tables.

**figure 2a is inconsistent with the results: ED slightly increases with BMI, but the figure seems to be a relationship between ED-to-DAP and BMI.
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